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Dollars and $ense Ministry 

A Christian Practical Approach to 
Living on One Income. 

Presented by: Dennis Millburn 
dsmillburn@gmail.com



Disclaimer

Dennis Millburn is not a Certified 
Financial Planner (CFP)

Dennis Millburn is attempting to share 
information from personal experience and 

encourage individuals to learn for 
themselves what applies to their 

circumstances.  

Do not take information as absolute, please 
read for yourself from books written by 

professionals who work with this data daily 
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Making It Last Till When?

As Christians we ask when do we make it 
last till?

Sustaining ourselves till death so as not to 
be a burden on our families or society. 

And/or

Making it last till the Lord comes.
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We Have to Take Charge of Our Lives

With our health have to take responsibility of 
our personal wellbeing and not depend 

totally on the doctor to do everything for us.

Likewise we need to take responsibility for 
our retirement plan. It should be simple and 

not complex.  Our investments should be    
easy enough for us to understand, if it is not, 
then we need to learn or change our plan.
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Retirement?

 Retirement is not mentioned in the 
bible.

 It is not a time to stop working but 
a time to slow down and be less 

stressed
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Life Insurance

If buying life insurance, buy term which is a 
pay as you go insurance. Term is a fraction 
of the cost of whole life. Life insurance is 
designed to cover family emergencies of 
young families not retirement unless you 

have minimal savings.
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My Goal for You Today is:

 Understand more about planning for the rest 
of your life.

 Understand more about a Defined Benefit 
plan, if applicable

 Understand more about a Defined 
Contribution, if applicable

 Understand more about Social Security 

 Plan so that you and/or your spouse may 
provide for  20-35 more years after retirement.
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Eligibility for Social Security 

Eligibility for 2018 based on 40 
quarters of $1,320 each (10 years)
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Social Security 
Full Retirement Age – Based on Year of Birth

1943-1954 66 Years 

1955 66 Years and 2 months

1956 66 Years and 4 months

1957 66 Years and 6 months

1958 66 Years and 8 months

1959 66 Years and 10 months

1960 and later 67 Years
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When Should I Take My Social 
Security Benefit?

Early: age 62-66 if: 

You need the money now (hard to make 
ends meet and can’t continue working) 

You don’t need the money (you would 
just invest it, because you have other 

money)

Your health is poor ( you don’t expect to 
live into your late 70’s or 80’s)
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When Should I Take My Social 
Security Benefit?

Later (66+) if: 

You haven’t saved enough Each year you can save more while 
working. 

You want to avoid the earnings penalty (2018) See next slide 

You want to postpone paying taxes on your Social Security
because you plan to work on. 

You are concerned about your spouse’s future (if spouse dies 
the survivor takes higher of the two  SS payments at 100% 
of whatever the amount is 62/full/70 and is locked in at that 

level) 
– Summarized from AARP Bulletin by Stan Hinden
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Penalty For Earning Too Much if 
Retiring Before Full Retirement Age

 If you plan to earn more than $17,040 
between Age 62-66 you will have to give 

back $1 of ever $2 SS received.

 In the year prior to when you reach full 
retirement  age you will have to give back 
$1 of every $3 earned over current limit of 

$45,360

 Note: After you reach Full Retirement Age 
you can earn all you want and no return of 

SS Benefit.
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What Waiting Really Means!

Age 62 1,500 Age 67 2,160  8%
Age 63 1,600  6% Age 68 2,320  8%

Age 64 1,732  6% Age 69 2,480  8%

Age 65 1,866  6% Age 70 2,640  8%

Age 66 2,000  6% Age 71 2,640  0%

Additional after 62 24% 32%

Financial breaking point for early retiring at age 62 is age 78

Each year SS payments may have a cost of living adjustment.  
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Medicare Application 

 Age 65 (within 3 months of your birthday you 
must apply for Part A Hospitalization only of 
Medicare, if continuing to work) It’s free!

 When you cease working and come off your 
company medical you must sign up for Part B
Medical AND Part D Drug plan or you will 
have premium penalty increase till you do for D.

 Plus: THERE IS NO MEDICARE AVAILABLE 

UNTIL age 65
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Medicare.gov

 When you're first eligible for Medicare, you have a 7-month Initial 
Enrollment Period to sign up for Part A and/or Part B.

 For example, if you're eligible for Medicare when you turn 65, you 
can sign up during the 7-month period that:

 Begins 3 months before the month you turn 65

 Includes the month you turn 65

 Ends 3 months after the month you turn 65

 If you aren’t automatically enrolled, you can sign up for free Part A 
(if you’re eligible) any time during or after your Initial Enrollment 
Period starts. Your coverage start date will depend on when you sign 
up. If you have to buy Part A and/or Part B, you can only sign up 
during a valid enrollment period.

 If you wait until the month you turn 65 (or the 3 months after you 
turn 65) to enroll, your Part B coverage will be delayed. This could 
cause a gap in your coverage. 16



What Waiting Really Means!
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When People File for Social 
Security
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Social Security Future and Importance

 Social Security will be solvent because it 
has to be politically. 

 Not only a benefit of a monthly check at 
retirement, and for possible disability 
needs, BUT the biggest is Medicare 

paying 80% of health care costs.  

 One incident without Medicare could wipe 
out your entire life savings without it. 
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How To Find Out What You Will 
Get From Social Security

 Log onto https://www.ssa.gov/

 Go through the process to create your own logon and 
password

 See what Social Security will pay in today’s dollars at age 
62, Full Retirement Age and age 70. 

 EACH can retire separately OR one retire and get spouse 
allowance on the other age 66+ (age 62 with reduction) 
until they both retire on own, if both spouses are eligible. 
See Social Security eligibility rules next slide:
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Social Security Website re 
Spouse Allowance
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Benefits for Spouses

The spousal benefit can be as much as 
half of the worker's "primary insurance 
amount," depending on the spouse's age 
at retirement. If the spouse begins 
receiving benefits before "normal (or 
full) retirement age," the spouse will 
receive a reduced benefit. ………..
If a spouse is eligible for a retirement 
benefit based on his or her own earnings, 
and if that benefit is higher than the 
spousal benefit, then we pay the 
retirement benefit. Otherwise we pay the 
spousal benefit. 



Freedom From Debt

 Credit Card interest is piracy! – don’t let them 
steal from you.  Pay it off each month.  

 Buy a used vehicle that is rated excellent 
according to Consumer Report Magazine and 
drive it for 10 yrs (200+ miles).  Force yourself 
to make payments to savings after you pay it off 
and pay cash for the next car. Never lease a car, 
it is renting and has no residual value.

 Buy a one income house you can afford and pay 
off before retirement.

 Don’t add equity loan to house loan
 Don’t borrow against your retirement plan
 Bottom Line is to be debt free by retirement 
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Preserve Your Health
 Think preventative at an early age

 The biggest concern for retirees is their health!

 Prepare for living longer 20-35 more years after retirement

 Maintaining reasonable weight reduces problems with: 
joints, diabetes, cholesterol, heart disease, blood pressure

 Drink water in the morning and throughout the day

 Get restful sleep 7-8+ hours a night

 Get fresh air, sunshine and exercise daily – garden, use 
walking mower, walk – don’t need gym membership!

 Think safety: eye and ear protection, dust masks, gloves 

 Stay off the roof in retirement! Pay someone

 Use supportive shoes with good arches, no flip flops/high 
heals 
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Preserve Your Health con’t
 Eat simply and naturally – plant based, low fat, low sugar, 

fruits, vegetables, nuts and grain. Don’t overeat, read labels
 Consider organic and Non-GMO

 Eat at home or take lunch – saves time and money and 
healthier!

 Develop a consistent exercise plan – walk don’t run to save 
the joints, take the steps

 Exercise only the muscles and bones you want to Keep!  
Including weight training and muscle tone

 Preventative medicine – Dental & Physical  exams & 
corrections, floss daily for healthy gums and teeth

 Take your vacation   
 Find a relaxing hobby

 BUY LONG TERM HEALTH CARE (Home, Assisted L, 
Nursing H)

 Dave Ramsey says buy it when you are in your 60s not 
younger. 24



Investment Definitions
 Bonds = A debt investment in a corporation or government

 Stocks = (Equities) Equal distribution of a partial ownership of a company 

 Money Market = Investment with short maturites with relatively quick 
assess to money

 Mutual Fund = A group of either bonds or stocks or both

 Indexed Fund = Mutual funds designated to track or match a market such 
as S&P 500 or Total Stock Market

 Target Fund = Mutual fund designated to periodically adjust stocks & 
bonds based on a future date usually for retirement

 Diversification = Strategy to mix different types of investments to reduce 
risk

 Tax deferred = Deposits delaying taxation until withdrawn

 Roth = Deposits after taxed but grows tax free and is tax free withdrawn.

 Dollar Cost Average = Method of deposits of fix amount being invested on 
a schedule

 EFT = Marketable security like an mutual fund with a quicker access
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Retirement Savings
 “The best time to plant an oak tree is today”
 Experts recommend at least 10%, US average 5% 
 Save for emergencies by keeping some in ready liquid 

savings. 
 2018 max 401K, 403B $18,000 + $6,000 (if over age 

50) = $24,000 (Tax deferred and Roth combined)
 Roth must be payroll deducted. After tax now but tax 

free for ever.  When pulled out no tax on growth income.
 Add Extra to retirement, take at least the minimum 

match but can contribute more,  it goes in tax free and 
earns interest tax free until withdrawn

 Match is 100% interest in one day!!!
 Payroll deduct so you never see it. Each time you get a 

raise add a percent or more. Dave Ramsey suggests 
working toward 15% payroll deductions.

 “The path to success is payroll deductions”
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Why Invest in Equities (Stocks)

 Parable of talents – Jesus said “at least you could have 
put it at interest”  Implying that there were other 
investments than minimal interest saving account or 
CD’s. 

 Equities have a known track record despite all US wars 
and calamities.  No 10 year period with a loss, through 
all the wars and major crisis's. 

 Diversify - Eccl. 11:2 At least 7 or 8 different 
investments.  Hence Mutual Funds and Indexes with 
S&P 500, or others. 

 Select a reputable mutual fund with a 5 to 10 yr track 
record, their computer will analyze and select the best 
buys.  Also, one with low fees = Vanguard investments

 Three fourths of the indexed funds beat the experts who 
try to time the market.  
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Why Invest in Equities (Stocks) Con’t

 Inflation has averaged over 3% for last 40 years
 If buy a CD or passbook  1% -3 % (inflation) = 
 - 2% .  You have lost money! 
 Equities averaging 8% - 3% (inflation) = 5% 

growth.  Pay taxes when pull out would be 5% - 1% 
= 4% net gain. 

 Fear of market fluctuation “A coward dies a 
thousand deaths, a hero dies one”   

 Once you put the equities into a plan don’t mess 
with the recipe – Don’t constantly change your 
investments.  The word is “Discipline not emotion”
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Benefit of Investing Regularly and at 
the Highest Reasonable Rate
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Jack Bogle, Founder of Vanguard, creator of 
index Funds and low fee investing

“You’ve heard the phrase ‘Don’t just 
stand there, do something’ For investors 
who rationally made a plan, by far the 

better advice is:

‘Don’t do something, just stand there’”
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The story of the tortoise and hare tell us 
it’s not how fast you invest but how 

steady to reach your goal!
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Stock Market Timing

The Key to stock market 
success isn‘t your timing 
OF the market. It’s your 
time IN the market – the 

longer, the better!
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Give me current examples of the 
Target Funds (These automatically change each year)

 Target 2020 2025 2030

 *Internatnl 17% 21% 24%

 Specialty 4% 4% 4%

 *Mid Cap 8% 11% 14%

 *Large Cap 33% 36% 37%

 Bond 28% 21% 17%

 Fixed 10% 7% 4%

 Total 100% 100% 100%

 *Stock totals 58% 68% 75%
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Diversification – General Rule 
AARP Magazine Aug/Sept 2017 page 49 Q&A with Jack Bogle, Vanguard

“Your percentage of investments in bonds
should be your age minus 10.  So a 50-

year-old would have the classic portfolio 
of 60 percent stocks, 40 percent bonds.”

(20-10=10% bonds/90% stock

30-10=20% bonds/80% stock

40-10=30% bonds/70% stock

65-10=55% bonds/45% stock 

More conservative as you age. dsm added)
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Retirement Savings by Age
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How to Not Run Out of Retirement 
Money! Model Plan Page 1

 Current annual earnings $50,000

 80% of current earnings $40,000
(Less need for income, house paid, not putting money into savings for 
retirement, less employment taxes, less work clothes, etc.  Range could be 
70%-100%)

 Pension plan ?

 Social Security benefits $24,000

 Shortfall (see next page) $16,000

 Total    $40,000
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How to Not Run Out of Retirement 
Money! Model Plan Page 2

Assuming at least $400,000 in savings. 
(Defined Contribution Plan or personal savings)

Yearly withdrawal   4% =16,000 
 (if earned 4% then no change in total savings)
Or purchase an annuity with payout of the same 

amount.  
 Investment in Stocks and Bonds = Some years 

less earned, some years more earned. Experts 
recommend 3-4% withdrawal a year should last 
a lifetime IF invested in Stocks and Bonds.  

Keep some savings in liquid cash in investment 
portfolio. 
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Investment Tolerance

 Conservative – don’t like risk, but in order to 
preserve value of saving need to understand that 

some risk needs to be taken to keep up with 
inflation.

 Moderate – willing to take some risk but are 
cautious

 Aggressive – attempt to get the greatest gain, but 
may be tempted to take too much risk

 The prudent investor needs to be all of these! 
Young – Aggressive and as person  ages they 

need to be more conservative
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Investment Management

AARP Magazine Apr/May 2017 Issue 

$50,000 invested over 20 years typical 

 Do it yourself: End Value $132,665 Annual fee

 0%

 Robo Adviser: End Value $126,488 Annual fee 
0.25%

 Financial Advisor: End Value $109,556 Annual Fee

 1-2%
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Can You Manage Your Own 
Retirement Plan Money?

It all depends

 If you are financially savvy and are willing to 
monitor it. YES

 If you are not financially savvy and would 
rather do something else. NO, hire a financial 

manager, with non sales commission

 If you have considerable funds or complex 
holding then probably best to hire a trusted 

financial adviser
40
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Medical – Options under SS 
for Remaining 20%

 1. Medicare Advantage  (Part C)– acts like medicare but 
actually is a private company. Puts you with either 
Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) or with Health 
Maintenance Organization (HMO). 

 PPO gives freedom to select from their list of providers. 

 HMO restricts you to primary doctor and those providers 
he/she recommends in limited area

 Cheaper premiums, larger deductibles and copays

 2. Medicare Supplement or Medigap – Is buying insurance  
for what Original Medicare doesn’t pay (20%), and allows 
you to use any provider nation wide who accepts medicare. 

 More expensive premiums but little or no deductibles and 
copays. Less fluctuation in cash flow and recommended.
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Federal Taxability

 Withdrawals MUST be made from tax deferred 

investments after age 70 ½ or huge penalty! 

 IRS Annually looks at the amount of total tax 
deferred investments divided by life expectancy 
= amount to withdraw and pay tax on. 

 Example: $200,000/17.2 yrs (from life 
expectancy table)  = $11,627 for that one year 

 Recalculated each year based on amount and life 
expectancy. 

 Your investment company should contact you at 
70½. 43



Federal Taxability Continued

 “Combined Income” –Joint return (Wages, 
interest, dividends, pension, other taxable 
income and a portion of Social Security 
payments less certain deductions you take 
when determining Adjusted Gross Income) 

 If total is under $25,000 no Tax on S.S income

 If total is $32,000  to $44,000 then 50% of 
S.S income taxable 

 If over $44,000,  85% of  the overage is 
taxable 
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Retirement Withdrawals “Harvesting”

Normal withdrawal priority suggested by a 
Vanguard/Morningstar seminar

1. RMD (Required Minimum Distribution) 
withdrawal of a portion of tax deferred fund– so it 
will be taxable

2. Personal savings or bonds – little benefit to hold

3. Tax Deferred – so you can let grow longer

4. Roth – tax free growth – “most valuable tax wise 
to hold onto”

5. Best to keep 3-5 years in ready funds – Cds, 
Treasuries, Credit Union
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3 Retirement Decision Dates
(Simultaneous or Different)

 Day you start Social Security – (best 
to apply 3 months in advance.) 

 Day you start your pension 
retirement, if any

 Day you cease working full-time 
and start Medicare, assuming you 
have medical from your employer
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Money Isn’t Everthing 
My Opinion part 1

 Ideally it is best to work until full retirement age because 
most benefits begin and penalties cease at that time. 

 Retire when things are still going great!

 Don’t wear out your welcome and start slipping on 
duties

 We are not indispensable.  Some take virtue in wanting 
not to rust out, but wear out.  Neither should we wear out 
your employing organization!

 Leave with dignity!!!!!!!

 Plan to spend several years doing what you and your 
spouse want to do while health is good. travel, 
grandkids, hobbies, teach, part-time work, etc. 

 There is life after Retirement!!!! 47



Money Isn’t Everthing 
My Opinion part 2

 Remember that when you do retire you may 
go from an authority that is highly respected,  
to a “nobody”. 

 Understand that you are getting older – 3 
stages: Go-Go – Travel and see the world!

 Slow-Go – Want to settle down and 
relax

 No-Go – Assisted living or nursing 
home

 Don’t let yourself be frustrated with your 
body and mind changing.
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Money is like manure, when 
piled up it stinks, but when 

spread around it does a lot of 
good! 
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Tithing in Retirement

 If you paid tithe on gross income during working 
periods you paid tithe on half of your Social 
Security income. Employers paid half of FICA 
(5.65%+5.65% matching)

 Any defined pension plan was totally paid by the 
your employer

 Any defined contribution plan may have a base 
amount paid by your employer as well as a match to 
the money you contributed. You would pay when 
withdrawn. Your portion of match would have been 
tithed assuming you paid tithe on the gross amount. 
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Stewardship
 Remember it is all the Lord’s 
 Don’t waste it or hoard it. 
 Lay up for yourself treasures in heaven
 Be faithful in tithe and be a good example 
 Be liberal with offerings 
 Spread it around – help individuals as well as 

the organizations.
 Volunteer your time and talents. 
 If you want to increase your money give more. 
 God is looking for liberal people to take to 

heaven!
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Applaud Yourself for Being On 
the Road to Success! 
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